Consumer purchases over the Internet ("ePurchases") are on the rise, thereby causing an increase in conflicts regarding these purchases ("eConflicts"). Furthermore, these conflicts are increasingly international as consumers purchase goods over the Internet not knowing or caring where the seller is physically located. The problem is that if the purchase goes awry, consumers are often left without recourse due to the futility of pursuing international litigation and the textured law and policy regarding enforcement of private dispute resolution procedures, namely arbitration.

The United States has been exceptional in its robust enforcement of arbitration contracts in business-to-consumer ("B2C") relationships, while other countries have refused or limited enforcement of arbitration in these relationships. Furthermore, some businesses have used their power to impose onerous arbitration regimes in their international B2C online contracts ("eContracts"). Consumers subject to these contracts have been left confused whether they must abide by these regimes, and, even more uncertain, where to turn in seeking remedies on their eContract claims. This essay addresses the lack of consumer remedy mechanisms, and seeks to spark consideration of expanded use of online processes for resolving B2C eConflicts.

I. INTRODUCTION

The Internet has created a boundaryless marketplace for companies and consumers. This has allowed consumers to purchase goods over the Internet from sellers who may be located in other countries. Consumers often benefit from the expanded selection, options, and competitive pricing that this global marketplace provides. However, consumers lose out when an ePurchase goes awry, especially when they have no access to reliable and low-cost mechanisms for seeking remedies with respect to their purchases. Litigation is already impractical for most consumers with respect to domestic purchases, and it is especially problematic or impossible for international consumer claims.

At the same time, companies often include arbitration clauses in their contracts to cut dispute resolution costs and produce savings that they may
pass on to consumers through lower prices. Furthermore, arbitration can be especially beneficial in cross-border cases because international arbitration awards may be more enforceable than court judgments. This has led to near universal enforcement of arbitration agreements and awards in business-to-business ("B2B") cases.

The United States has joined with 145 other countries to enforce arbitration in international relationships under the New York Convention on the Recognition and Enforcement of Foreign Arbitral Awards ("New York Convention"). This treaty generally mandates strict enforcement of arbitration agreements and awards in accordance with parties' written agreements. The U.S. Congress implemented this Convention through Chapter Two of the Federal Arbitration Act (FAA), and courts have applied this law with a pro-enforcement glaze to promote arbitration and international comity.

Courts in the United States similarly enforce domestic arbitration under Chapter One of the FAA, and its state counterpart, the Uniform Arbitration Act (UAA). These arbitration laws augment arbitration enforcement with provisions for liberal venue, immediate appeal from orders adverse to arbitration, appointment of arbitrators if parties cannot do so by agreement, limited review of arbitration awards, and treatment of awards as final judgments. The Supreme Court of the United States has read these laws to narrowly restrict courts' review of arbitration awards and refrain from using state law to single out arbitration for special treatment or otherwise hinder enforcement of arbitration in contracts affecting interstate commerce.

5. REV. UNIF. ARBITRATION ACT § 1 (2000). The UAA is model legislation that nearly all states have adopted to require the same basic enforcement for local arbitration agreements and awards beyond the purview of the FAA.
7. First Options of Chi., Inc. v. Kaplan, 514 U.S. 938, 942 (1995) (emphasizing that an arbitrator's decision will be set aside "only in very unusual circumstances"); IDS Life Ins. Co. v. Royal Alliance Assocs., Inc., 266 F.3d 645, 649 (7th Cir. 2001) (refusing to vacate an
leaves states with little power to regulate arbitration provisions beyond application of general contract defenses.  

This enforcement regime has not been internationally divisive in B2B cases. However, the United States has been exceptional in its extension of this regime to employment and B2C transactions. Despite noted benefits of arbitration in B2B contexts, there have been widespread criticisms of arbitration in B2C and employment disputes. Many nations have therefore shunned enforcement of pre-dispute arbitration agreements in these cases based on public policy and arbitral competence concerns. For example, France, Germany, and the United Kingdom generally cite importance of protecting public rights in refusing to enforce pre-dispute arbitration agreements in employment contracts with respect to employees' wrongful dismissal claims.

Arbitration can be problematic in uneven bargaining contexts. Policymakers worry that private arbitrators will not properly and reliably apply the law, and that companies will hide their transgressions under the cloak of privacy in arbitration. They also criticize arbitration as allowing companies to take advantage of asymmetric power in their contracts with individuals. This is why public policies in many countries protect employees' rights to bring their dismissal claims to public tribunals or courts.

award despite a record "suggest[ing] that the arbitrators lacked the professional competence required to resolve the parties disputes").


10. Finkin, supra note 9, at 149–65.

11. See, e.g., id. at 155–56, 159–60 (discussing policies for precluding private arbitration of employment claims).


13. See CORTES, supra note 9, at 106–12; Jean R. Stemlight, Is the U.S. Out on a Limb? Comparing the U.S. Approach to Mandatory Consumer and Employment Arbitration to that
Concerns about arbitral fairness have also led arbitration providers in the United States to suggest due process protocols for consumer and employment arbitration. For example, the American Arbitration Association (AAA) created a National Consumer Disputes Advisory Committee ("Advisory Committee") in the late 1990s, resulting in promulgation of the 1998 Consumer Due Process Protocol ("Protocol"). This Protocol suggested that companies "should" provide consumers with clear notice of arbitration clauses, information regarding the arbitration process, preserved access to small claims court, and measures ensuring reasonable costs and hearing locations. Private arbitration providers have also promulgated special procedural rules that they use for small dollar cases in B2C contexts.

At the same time, public policymakers in the United States have become increasingly critical of FAA enforcement of arbitration in consumer and employment cases. This can be seen in renewed efforts to enact the Arbitration Fairness Act (AFA), which would ban pre-dispute arbitration agreements in consumer, employment, and civil rights cases. Furthermore, the Dodd-Frank Wall Street Reform and Consumer Protection Act ("Dodd-Frank"), signed into law on July 21, 2010, bans enforcement of pre-dispute arbitration clauses in mortgage contracts and with respect to claims under...
the whistle-blower provisions of the Act.20 It also gives the newly created Consumer Financial Protection Bureau (CFPB) the power to write and enforce various lending and consumer protection regulations, which may include prohibition or limitations on enforcement of pre-dispute arbitration agreements in consumer financial products and services contracts.21 The Act also gives the Securities and Exchange Commission (SEC) power to limit or prohibit agreements requiring customers of any broker or dealer to arbitrate future disputes arising under federal securities laws.22

This Essay does not detail this divisive law and policy regarding the propriety, fairness, and efficiency of consumer arbitration. That has been covered elsewhere.23 Instead, the Essay aims to highlight difficulties created

20. Id. § 1414. The provision amends the Truth in Lending Act (TILA) and is codified in 15 U.S.C. § 1639(c) (the Act’s effective date for provisions that do not call for regulations is July 22, 2010).


22. Dodd-Frank, supra note 19, § 921 (amending 15 U.S.C. § 780 (1934)).

by problematic and uncertain enforcement of B2C arbitration, and invites use of the Internet to create fair and globally enforceable Online Dispute Resolution (ODR) and Online Arbitration (what I call "OArb") mechanisms. Such mechanisms could build bridges for consumers to access remedies with respect to eConflicts. They would capitalize on the growth and efficiency of the Internet while protecting consumers from onerous or costly procedures that render remedies meaningless.

II. IMPORTANCE OF DEVELOPING FAIR AND ACCEPTED B2C REMEDY MECHANISMS

It is no surprise that international B2C eConflicts are on the rise along with international consumer ePurchases. What many fail to consider, however, are the hurdles consumers face in seeking resolution of these conflicts. It usually is not feasible for consumers to sue recalcitrant businesses located abroad due to the futility of pursuing international litigation and unclear enforcement of foreign judgments. This leaves these businesses with little incentive to voluntarily provide remedies to consumers with respect to their ePurchases.

At the same time, many companies cognizant of their own needs for uniform contract enforcement mechanisms have adopted arbitration programs that bypass the uncertainty and variability of public court systems. These companies promulgate form contracts that require consumers to submit any disputes arising from their ePurchases to binding arbitration. As highlighted above, the United States has been exceptional in its robust enforcement of these B2C arbitration contracts under federal and international law. Businesses applaud this enforcement as allowing them to cut conflict resolution costs through adoption of arbitration programs, and arguably pass on the savings to consumers through lower prices and better quality goods.

Nonetheless, there are valid criticisms of some companies' use of pre-dispute arbitration clauses in B2C contracts. Some companies abuse their use of arbitration clauses to avoid legal regulations and impede consumers' access to remedies. This has led some policymakers in the United States to clamor for major legislative and regulatory changes with respect to such arbitrations. Moreover, such policy issues have led other countries to limit or bar enforcement of pre-dispute arbitration agreements in these B2C cases.\textsuperscript{24}

\footnote{after Regulation Rash} (critiquing the AFA's approach and offering suggestions for procedural fairness regulations).

\textsuperscript{24} See supra note 12 (citing references regarding other nations' limitations on B2C arbitration).
Concerns regarding the fairness of B2C arbitration suggest cause for careful consideration of remedy-system improvements. Furthermore, divisive and uncertain enforcement of arbitration clauses in international B2C contracts creates confusion and inefficient litigation for consumers and companies. Consumers and companies suffer when companies cannot rely on any savings from arbitration programs, and pass those savings on through lower prices and better quality. Furthermore, everyone suffers when litigation over arbitration enforcement clogs the courts and hinders arbitration’s purported efficiency benefits.25

Nonetheless, those that denounce enforcement of pre-dispute arbitration clauses argue that the unfairness of these clauses outweigh any necessity or benefits. They propose that companies and consumers will agree to arbitrate post-dispute if arbitration would be beneficial. This is the approach of the AFA noted above. This is unwise, however, because parties are loathe to agree to anything post-dispute when relationships sour. In addition, companies cannot lower prices or otherwise pass on cost savings based on the hopes of establishing post-dispute arbitration programs.26

Furthermore, consumers’ falsely negative assumptions about arbitration often prevent them from agreeing to post-dispute arbitration agreements. However, the data indicates that consumers are generally satisfied with their arbitration experiences.27 For example, a 2009 study of AAA consumer arbitrations found that consumers were generally satisfied with their proceedings and succeeded in 53.3% out of 301 arbitrations studied. They also recovered an average of $19,255, or 52.1%, of the damages they sought in those arbitrations.28


26. Others have also argued that the AFA approach of barring enforcement of pre-dispute arbitration clauses in broad and ill-defined categories was over- and under-inclusive, and that it may be more beneficial to legislate procedural reforms. See, e.g., Congress Considers Bill to Invalidate Pre-Dispute Arbitration Clauses for Consumers, Employees, and Franchisees—Arbitration Fairness Act of 2007, S. 1782, 110th Cong. (2007), 121 HARV. L. REV. 2262, 2267–68 (2008) (critiquing the Act’s broad scope and approach).


28. Task Force on Consumer Arbitration, supra note 23, at 68–87 (noting that business claimants’ 83.6% success rate does not necessarily indicate pro-business bias because these claims were clear nonpayment cases).
There is a need for more comparison statistics for B2C litigation, but, nonetheless, the data overall suggests that arbitration is not as "bad" for consumers as many assume.\textsuperscript{29} Furthermore, many companies conform their arbitration programs to the Protocol noted above and follow providers' rules safeguarding fairness in B2C proceedings.\textsuperscript{30} Moreover, the need for enforceable arbitration programs escalates in international eConflicts where traditional judicial remedies are impractical or nonexistent.

That is not to say that costly and unfair arbitration programs are better than no arbitration in international cases. Current arbitration programs are not sufficiently regulated, transparent, or user-friendly. For example, studies focused on pre- and post-process perceptions and satisfaction with respect to dispute resolution highlight the need for sufficient notice and dispute resolution education.\textsuperscript{31} In one study, survey findings indicated that the disputants' initial perceptions of dispute resolution processes did not impact what processes they ultimately used. The researchers surmised that this was likely due to parties' lack of necessary knowledge or experience regarding dispute resolution processes to make informed assessments.\textsuperscript{32}

Such problems with current arbitration systems are not insurmountable, especially with respect to resolution of eConflicts. The Internet provides inexpensive means for educating consumers about arbitration and other available ways for resolving claims with respect to their ePurchases. Arbitration providers already have begun to capitalize on the benefits of the Internet and computer-mediated communication ("CMC") to expand consumer education and B2C remedy mechanisms.\textsuperscript{33} Furthermore, growth of CMC

\begin{footnotes}
\item[31] Donna Shestowsky & Jeanne M. Brett, Disputants' Perceptions of Dispute Resolution Procedures: A Longitudinal Empirical Study 1–5, 21–26 (U.C. Davis Legal Studies Research Paper Series, Working Paper No. 130, 2008), available at http://ssrn.com/abstract=1103585 (discussing a longitudinal field study involving 108 completed paper surveys of disputants with cases filed in late 2004/early 2005 followed by phone surveys with forty-four of these disputants and forty-four cases in which twenty-six were settled or dismissed, nine went to trial, one to mediation, and one to arbitration).
\item[32] Id. at 30–42 (concluding that courts could improve disputants' ex-post satisfaction by subsidizing neutral fees for court mandated ADR and giving disputants the option of pursuing trials).
\end{footnotes}
provides fuel for expansion of transparent and user-friendly ODR and OArb processes that are free or low-cost for consumers.\textsuperscript{34}

III. SUGGESTIONS FOR USING OARB TO EXPAND CONSUMERS' ACCESS TO REMEDIES

A. Minimum Standards

As I have suggested for in-person B2C arbitration, policymakers also should require that B2C remedy mechanisms for resolution of global eConflicts must comply with procedural fairness standards similar to those set forth in the Protocol.\textsuperscript{35} These standards should include the following:

- **Notice:** Consumers should not be surprised to learn that they must arbitrate or abide by another process for resolving their claims after disputes develop. Instead, the burden should be on companies to clearly and concisely state in their contracts how consumers can file claims and where they can find further resources. This notice should include contact information for the designated dispute resolution providers and list any fees a consumer must pay in order to file claims.

- **Consumer Voice in Selection of Neutrals:** The NY Convention and FAA require a baseline degree of arbitrator neutrality. However, regulations should go further to ensure consumers have equal voice in selecting arbitrators or other neutrals charged with making determinations with respect to consumers' claims. Consumers should have power to choose neutrals from a list or database of individuals who have received accreditation after completion of training and compliance with strict disclosure requirements.

- **Contained Costs:** Although the overall cost differential of arbitration/private dispute resolution versus litigation is unclear, some companies' arbitration clauses may impose high front-end filing and administration costs that hinder individuals from bringing claims. Rules should cap consumers' arbitration fees. Moreover, expansion of free or low-cost ODR


\textsuperscript{35} See Regulation Rash, supra note 23 (offering a "top ten" tailored more for in-person arbitration fairness regulations).
mechanisms would help alleviate cost concerns for both companies and consumers.\footnote{See AAA Statement of Ethical Principles, supra note 14 (discussing the AAA’s fee schedule for consumer claims).}

- **Access to Information**: Arbitration critics have highlighted how arbitration’s uncertain allowance for discovery can be problematic for consumers in B2C eConflicts who need to gather information within the companies’ control. For example, limited or uncertain discovery in arbitration may hinder a consumer from obtaining interoffice memoranda to prove company management’s knowledge regarding a defective product. Regulations should therefore ensure consumers’ access to needed evidence, while continuing to give arbitrators discretion to set reasonable limits on discovery in order to contain costs and time involved in the dispute resolution process. Use of the Internet can help further this objective with online document exchanges.

- **Finality and Compliance**: Regulations should strictly limit time for conducting and concluding a contractually required process for resolving eConflicts. For example, rules for OArb could require that claimants submit all their arguments and complete evidentiary exchanges within thirty days of complaint filing. The rules could then give online arbitrators no more than five days to make determinations, and provide means for ensuring strict and timely compliance with those determinations. This fosters efficiency and gives meaning to remedies ordered. Indeed, awards are meaningless if consumers must fight to actually enforce them.

- **Preservation of Statutory Remedies**: Many countries base their refusals to enforce arbitration of B2C disputes on concerns that arbitrators will not protect public rights, and proponents of the AFA echo such concerns.\footnote{See Code de la Consommation art. L132-1 & art. L132-1 Annex 1(q) (Fr.), available at http://195.83.177.9/code/liste.phtml?lang=uk&c=61 (last visited Apr. 14, 2012) (directing that arbitration clauses that hinder consumer remedies are void as “unfair”).} Regulations therefore should bar limits on statutory remedies in binding private dispute resolution processes unless the parties agree to limits after disputes arise. This recognizes that B2C contracting generally lacks the robust contractual freedom that supports pre-dispute contract remedy limits in B2B contexts. Furthermore, statutory rights deserve special protection to further their public interests. For example, statutes such as the Truth in Lending Act (TILA) rely on consumers’ prosecutions of these claims and requests for statutory damages to help curb lenders’ misconduct.

- **Public Disclosure**: Although privacy has been a hallmark of arbitration and other private dispute resolution mechanisms, it should not prevent public exposure of company improprieties that impact consumers’ health or safety.\footnote{See Amy J. Schmitz, Untangling the Privacy Paradox in Arbitration, 54 U. Kan. L. Rev. 1211, 1212–18 (2006) (considering benefits and drawbacks of privacy in arbitration).} In addition, B2C remedy mechanisms will not gain international
credibility and acceptance unless they are sufficiently transparent. Regulations therefore should require disclosure regarding applicable processes to the extent necessary to foster consumer protections and preclude companies from using a mechanism’s privacy to escape liability or otherwise hide legal violations.39

B. Implementation Through Online Remedy Mechanisms

The above considerations should guide creation of mandatory minimum standards for internationally endorsed eConflict resolution processes. This section aims to build on these initial standards in offering further suggestions for the development and implementation of these processes.

Again, the Internet gives policymakers exciting opportunities for building eConflict resolution mechanisms that capitalize on the benefits of CMC. The aim should be to craft OArb and other ODR processes that comply with mandatory minimum standards for transparency and fairness. Furthermore such processes should be user-friendly and worth their costs in light of the complexity and possible payout on the claims at issue.40 Processes should be sufficiently simple for consumers to use without the need for legal assistance and should allow consumers to obtain neutral claim evaluations and enforceable remedies.41

Use of CMC and ODR is not entirely new. Online remedy processes already exist. For example, the Better Business Bureau (BBB) facilitates mechanisms for resolving consumers’ complaints against automobile dealers, cellular phone companies, and most other B2C merchants.42 These mechanisms help consumers gain companies’ attention to their claims and often lead to dispute settlements. These processes are non-binding unless the parties agree that the result will be final, but companies’ reputational concerns often prompt them to provide remedies on claims that the BBB determines valid and supported by adequate information to be worthy of response. Furthermore, these processes help consumers structure their com-

39. See id. at 1230–34 (highlighting dangers of secrecy in arbitration).
41. See id. at 309–18 (noting what works and does not work in dispute resolution mechanisms).
plaints and communications with companies. This can be especially useful for consumers who otherwise lack the education or experience to assert complaints on their own.

Similarly, the social networking website Facebook has implemented an ODR mechanism through TRUSTe for resolution of consumers' privacy disputes. Under the applicable rules, Facebook must comply with TRUSTe determinations regarding the misuse of personally identifiable information or violations of privacy. The effectiveness of the TRUSTe process is unclear, however, because consumers confused by Facebook's labyrinth of terms and conditions are generally unaware of their rights to use the process.

It is no surprise that the BBB and Facebook have used ODR processes. These processes can save companies and consumers time and money. Online processes also may ease the stresses of seeking assistance by providing a structured, text-based means for communicating needs. Furthermore, the Internet has opened new avenues for consumers to share purchase and product information, and for companies to gather information to assist their marketing efforts. Watchdog groups also have used the Internet to alert consumers regarding unsafe products and onerous consumer contracts. They also should use their websites to post information about companies' dispute resolution mechanisms.

To date, many ODR mechanisms are non-binding. However, online remedy mechanisms with respect to international B2C eConflicts should be binding. Ourb in particular is warranted for effective resolution of these

43. Alice F. Stuhlmacher & Amy Walters, Gender Differences in Negotiation Outcome, 52 PERS. PSYCHOL. 653, 657–59 (noting research suggesting that constraints on communication modes may reduce gender bias).


45. See Watchdog Dispute Resolution Process, supra note 44 (further explaining the TRUSTe process). Notably however, the process strictly limits eligible claims and allowable remedies, and gives TRUSTe great discretion in applying these limits. Id.


47. Stuhlmacher & Walters, supra note 43, at 659 (noting studies showing that CMC cases communication bias by reducing social cues and subconscious propensities present in F2F communications).
disputes because it provides a binding award. While ODR that facilitates voluntary agreements is laudable, it is often unsuccessful and allows parties to “walk away” without reaching resolution. This leaves businesses especially prone to “walk away” from consumers’ cross-border complaints because these businesses know that consumers face insurmountable hurdles in pursuing cross-border litigation. By requiring parties to commit to binding arbitration, OArb agreements provide incentive for parties to take the process seriously and put aside their anger to reach a resolution.

Nonetheless, OArb commitment must be voluntary and properly regulated to ensure fairness. As noted above, some companies impose onerous arbitration clauses in their B2C form contracts. Some also claim that B2C arbitration improperly curbs consumer rights due to pro-business administration. Although it is questionable whether this negativity is warranted, negative perceptions nonetheless matter. OArb procedures will not gain international endorsement or consumers’ open-minded participation unless all involved are assured that the procedures are neutral and fair. Policy-makers and dispute resolution providers must work together to build OArb mechanisms that sufficiently protect consumers from surprise and preserve their rights to internationally recognized standards for due process.

Accordingly, the minimum standards parsed above should guide policymakers in constructing OArb that is low-cost, speedy, and accessible. OArb policies should cap consumers’ costs and set strict time limits for companies to respond to complaints. Policies also should allow for sufficient but properly limited discovery, and set clear timelines for evidentiary sub-

48. OArb differs from other ODR because it results in a final third-party determination without the cost and stress of traditional litigation. See Schmitz, supra note 34, at 178–244 (proposing expansion of OArb).

49. See Warranty Woes, supra note 23, at 658–61, 677–80 (discussing importance of finality with respect to consumer disputes).


51. See, e.g., Szetela v. Discover Bank, 118 Cal. Rptr. 2d 862, 867–68 (Cal. Ct. App. 2002) (holding that a class action ban in an arbitration agreement was unconscionable where it was likely to preclude most consumers from seeking remedies on their small claims).

52. See Schmitz, supra note 34, at 226–44 (proposing regulated ODR for consumer complaint resolution).

53. See supra Part III.A.
missions. Clear rules should also set deadlines for arbitrators to render awards, and give parties short timelines for any appeals.

These arbitrators also should have power and means for holding companies responsible for failing to quickly comply with arbitration awards. Parties must be held to strict deadlines for complying with awards, and garnishment or other such mechanisms should be available to force this compliance. In addition, regulators should seek user feedback in order to foster continual system improvements, and compile ratings for arbitrators and merchants subject to the process.\textsuperscript{54}

Furthermore, online arbitrators must be neutral and properly trained, and consumers must have a voice in selecting the arbitrators. This can be accomplished by creating a database of accredited arbitrators that includes credentials and other background information regarding each arbitrator. Consumers should then have the power to choose from among these approved arbitrators. This would help consumers to have a voice in the process and to feel more comfortable with the anonymity of CMC.

OArb transparency regulations could mimic California’s code provisions requiring arbitration administrators to gather and post basic information regarding consumer claims in an easily searchable format.\textsuperscript{55} This information includes the names of companies involved, types of disputes, prevailing parties, time from filing to disposition, claim and award amounts, arbitrators’ names, and other basic information not properly redacted as confidential.\textsuperscript{56} Such postings help increase trust and transparency with respect to the process, and reveal recalcitrant companies. They also would give businesses incentive for providing quick remedies to avoid embarrassment, and uncover party and award patterns that would suggest an arbitration administrator’s bias for repeat-player companies who continually use its services.\textsuperscript{57}

\textsuperscript{54} See Schmitz, supra note 34, at 226–44. See also Xu Junke, Development of ODR in China, 42 No. 3 UCC L. J. ART 2, 265–72 (2010) (discussing ODR in China and the need for increased online trust and consumer confidence to boost ODR processes and encourage “self-discipline” of e-commerce); Colin Rule et al., Designing a Global Consumer Online Dispute Resolution (ODR) System for Cross-Border Small Value-High Volume Claims—OAS Developments, 42 No. 3 UCC L. J. ART 1 (2010), available at \url{http://colinrule.com/writing/ucclj.pdf} (last visited Apr. 14, 2012) (discussing how to create a global system for resolving consumer disputes and highlighting the United States’ proposal for an ODR system). Full discussion of ODR and OArb and means for expanding them in a measured manner is beyond the scope of this Article, but further discussion may be found in Schmitz, supra note 34, at 177–244 (proposing prudent expansion).

\textsuperscript{55} CAL. CIV. PROC. CODE § 1281.96 (West 2011).

\textsuperscript{56} Id.

\textsuperscript{57} Further research and policy discussions should nonetheless guide OArb’s development. See Rule et al., supra note 54, at 222–30. Debates on ODR have grown on global levels, and hold great promise for consumer claims resolution. See The 11th International
Alongside OArb mechanisms, policymakers also should maintain a central website for consumers to research and share product information and complaints. For example, they could learn from online watchdog websites such as the Utility Consumers’ Action Network (UCAN). UCAN provides an online forum for consumers to alert others regarding contract dangers and to offer suggestions for avoiding or responding to consumer issues. Similarly, the new Consumer Product Safety Commission (CPSC) database launched in March 2011 provides consumers and manufacturers with a central portal for reporting and learning about product problems. The New York Times and other news sources also maintain online columns for voicing consumer complaints and seeking assistance.

Nonetheless, policy initiatives may be necessary to verify complaint information and combat cyber bullying and anti-normative behavior on the Internet. Regulators should monitor postings to preclude abusive or false


58. See Gibbons, supra note 33, at 3 (discussing how the Internet is used by consumers to research prices). Although some individuals are not sufficiently careful in communicating online, there is some evidence that a growing number of online users are becoming more cautious in light of privacy and other concerns. Susan C. Herring, Computer-Mediated Communication on the Internet, 36 ANN. REV. INFO. SCI. & TECH. 109, 144-45 (Blaise Cronin ed., 2002) (noting how internet users are becoming more careful in their online communications due to concerns about privacy threats).


60. UCAN, supra note 59.

61. CPSC database is also part of a larger technology upgrade aimed to provide consumers and others with greater access to complaint information. Iffy Product? Now a Way to Tell, CONSUMER REP., Feb. 2011, at 16, 16-17 [hereinafter Iffy Product] (highlighting the difficulties of obtaining information regarding complaints and companies’ power in blocking information) (discussing the new database and other technology upgrades contemplated by the CPSC).


63. See van Veenen, supra note 46, at 20–23 (discussing how online communications may actually heighten adherence to social norms, reduce the stress of F2F communication, and allow for emotive communications).
Furthermore, regulations should bar companies from disingenuously promoting their products and services by paying for positive reviews or posting fake reviews ("flogging") on blogs and review sites. Information-sharing mechanisms do not enhance consumer education or inform purchase practices when postings are not trustworthy.

These OArb and complaint posting mechanisms must be internationally endorsed and incorporated. This is essential due to the increase in international B2C eContracts and current lack of globally accepted and enforceable mechanisms for resolving eConflicts. Indeed, the UNCITRAL Working Group on ODR is leading an effort to establish an ODR mechanism for resolution of certain eConflicts. This project is discussed by others in this Symposium. I recently became involved in this project and look forward to working with others in the group.

Nonetheless, the project is limited and will hopefully spark development of more expansive OArb mechanisms for B2C disputes. For example, the UNCITRAL Group’s current proposal does not cover ODR for warranty disputes. However, warranty claims are often at the heart of B2C eConflicts. It would therefore be wise to build on momentum of the current UNCITRAL project to develop an OArb program for resolution of defective product disputes.

In sum, these are merely reform ideas to build on. Furthermore, reforms should increase consumers’ awareness and remedy resources without increasing litigation or government oversight that will augment public and private costs. Transparent and accessible remedy mechanisms need not require complicated disclosures that augment costs and lead to information overload. Instead, companies could provide customers with simple OArb mechanisms and useful forms that guide their submission of complaints. In addition, an international public or other independent organization com-

64. Charles Starmer-Smith, *Tripadvisor Reviews: Can We Trust Them?*, TELEGRAPH (London) (Oct. 20, 2010), http://www.telegraph.co.uk/travel/hotels/8050127/Tripadvisor-reviews-can-we-trust-them.html (discussing fake and spiteful reviews that severely impact businesses, despite the reviews’ lack of verification).


prised of consumer and industry leaders could monitor these mechanisms for fairness, and post outcomes with respect to all companies on a searchable website. Such transparency should spark companies to improve their complaint handling processes and help empower consumers to pursue legitimate complaints and protect their rights.

IV. CONCLUSION

Consumers need access to reliable resolution mechanisms for B2C eConflicts on international levels. Litigation and in-person arbitration have not provided such mechanisms due to prohibitive costs, unclear law, and clashing public policies. At the same time, UNCITRAL’s ODR Working group is seeking to expand use of online remedy mechanisms for consumers in international eConflict cases. These efforts provide promise for consumers, but have not yet produced results. Consumers are therefore left on an “island” with no bridges to reliable, fair, and low-cost mechanisms for obtaining remedies with respect to international ePurchases gone awry. Accordingly, it is time for policymakers to build bridges for consumers to access remedies in these cases. Policymakers should capitalize on CMC to create efficient and low-cost international OArb mechanisms that sufficiently protect consumers from onerous company practices.

67. A full discussion of the options is beyond the scope of this Essay. Instead, this Essay seeks to spark discussion and creative ideas for educating and empowering consumers in the most efficient and effective manner—which may be through public or private means.